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The scope of this paper is to investigate the sound transmission loss of a typical fuselage panel section, as
well as to propose solutions based on the inclusion of a periodic pattern inside its foam core, which aim at
passively improving the acoustic performance in a mid-high range of frequencies. In detail, a new fuse-
lage panel configuration is numerically studied, starting from the state of the art regarding the acoustic
packages based on porous meta-materials. The main novelties of the present work are represented by the
application of a meta-core solution inside an acoustic package of aeronautical interest, as well as a sys-
tematic investigation of the effects deriving from its geometrical parameters. In order to reach this goal, a
numerical model of a fuselage panel section is studied, and the effect of several periodic patterns are sim-
ulated; more specifically, twelve configurations are taken into account, each with different radius of the
inclusions and number of unit cells along the thickness. For each of these layouts, the mass increase of the
so-called meta-core, compared to that of its classical homogeneous counterpart, is estimated, together
with the associated mid-band frequency and amplitude of the sound transmission loss peak, which is
caused by the additional acoustic modes excited by the periodic nature of the meta-core itself. Results
are presented in terms of tables and graphs, which may constitute a good basis in order to perform pre-
liminary design considerations that could be interesting for further generalizations.

� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Nowadays, modern urbanization and traffic increase could
cause severe noise-induced health damages, such as annoyance,
sleep disturbance, or even ischemic heart disease [1], and thus
the interest on environment noise control is quickly growing. In
general, classical sound absorbing materials may be classified into
two different fields: resonators [2] and porous media. Acoustic res-
onators mainly include perforated panels [3] and/or Helmholtz res-
onators [4]. These solutions have good performances at low
frequencies, but they commonly show the disadvantage of narrow
frequency band-gaps [5]. Instead, porous media for acoustic pur-
poses are materials made of channels, cracks or cavities, which
let the sound waves to enter the foam, thus dissipating their
energy by viscous and thermal losses; these energy consumption
dynamics allow sound absorption over wider frequency ranges
[6,7]. Anyway, porous media lack of efficiency at low frequencies,
compared to their performance at higher ones [8]. Such limitation
is generally overcome through the use of multi-layer configura-
tions [9]; in any case, the effects of these solutions always relies
on the allowable thickness or on the total mass of the soundproof-
ing configuration [10,11].

An interesting way to improve the efficiency of acoustic pack-
ages is constituted by the use of porous media with embedded
periodic inclusions [12,13], which exhibit proper dynamic filtering
effects that could be advantageous both for the dynamics of the
system and its manufacturing aspects. This approach may have
several applications in energy, civil and transportation (aerospace,
automotive, railway) engineering fields, where space, weight and
acoustic comfort still represent critical challenges.

Several studies concerning the acoustic optimization of stiff-
ened [14] and sandwich [15–17] panels may be found in the rele-
vant literature [18,19]. It is well known that the nature of a
sandwich core may have a strong influence on the acoustic behav-
ior of aerospace structures [20,21], for both solid foams [22,23] and
porous [24,25] or poro-elastic [26–30] layers; in addition, it has
been demonstrated that the core geometry plays a relevant role
too [31].

In the present work, a new fuselage panel configuration is
numerically studied, starting from the state of the art regarding
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Nomenclature

c0 sound speed in air
d dimension of the unit cell
E Young modulus
j imaginary unit
K ¼ qðxk Þ2

bulk modulus
k wave number
n number of unit cells along the thickness
r outer radius of the inclusion
t thickness of the inclusion
T total thickness of the acoustic package
TL transmission loss

x; y; z space coordinates
Zc ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kq

p
characteristic impedance

h;/ angles of incidence
k ¼ 2p

k wavelength
m Poisson coefficient
Pincident incident power
Ptransmitted

transmitted power
q density
q0 density of air
x angular frequency

Fig. 1. Scheme of sound incidence, reflection and transmission on a typical fuselage
body [37].

Fig. 2. Example of layering sequence for one of the studied acoustic packages.
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the acoustic packages based on porous meta-materials. Its main
novelties are represented by the application of a meta-core solu-
tion inside an acoustic package of aeronautical interest, as well
as a systematic investigation of the effects deriving from its geo-
metrical parameters. The sound transmission loss may be esti-
mated through different approaches, such as the Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) [32], the Finite Element Method (FEM) [33], the
Wave Finite Element Method (WFEM) [9] and the Statistical Energy
Analysis (SEA) [34,35], all having their own advantages and limita-
tions [36]. In the context of this research, TMM and FEM are used.

In Section 2, the properties of the studied acoustic package, rep-
resented by a typical fuselage multi-layered panel section, are
introduced, together with the 3-dimensional finite element (FE)
geometries that are investigated in the following sections; also,
two preliminary sound transmission loss studies are presented
and discussed herein: one with a fixed number of unit cells along
the thickness and varying radii of the inclusions, and another with
fixed radius of the inclusions and varying number of unit cells
along the thickness. Successively, in Section 3, a parametric test
campaign is performed for twelve setups, each with different
radius of the inclusions and number of unit cells along the thick-
ness; for each of these configurations, the mass increase of the
so-called meta-core (the foam core with embedded periodic inclu-
sions), compared to that of its classical homogeneous counterpart,
is estimated, together with the associated mid-band frequency and
amplitude of the sound transmission loss peak. Some results are
presented in terms of tables and graphs, which may constitute a
good basis in order to perform preliminary design considerations
that could be interesting for further generalizations. In conclusions,
in Section 4, the results of this investigation are commented, and
some possible future expansions of the present research are
evaluated.

2. Application of a periodic foam core in a typical fuselage panel
section

In this section, a typical fuselage multi-layered panel section is
numerically modeled and studied. For the sake of simplicity, the
section is assumed to be plane as shown in Fig. 1.

As described in Fig. 2, from top to bottom, the acoustic package
that is the object of this investigation is composed by:

� A layer of air (necessary to excite the system).
� A layer of carbon fiber (representing the fuselage skin).
� A layer of glass wool, with embedded periodic inclusions with
the shape of hollow cylinders and made of balsa; the choice of
the inclusion geometry and material are made in order to min-
imize the mass increase respect to the homogeneous counter-
parts (clearly, the mass increases of the meta-cores are always
2

computed with reference to the volume of the correspondent
homogeneous layout). Balsa lumber is very soft and light, with
a coarse, open grain. Because its high strength-to-density ratio,
balsa is a very popular material for light, stiff structures in
model bridge tests, model buildings, and construction of model
aircraft.

� A sandwich panel (representing the interior trim), whose skins
are made of pre-preg epoxy and with a core made of Divinycell
F50. Divinycell F is a class of polyethersulfone-based (PESU)
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recyclable foamed core materials, specifically developed for air-
craft interior requirements. It combines lightweight character-
istics (‘‘50” represents its density expressed in ½ kgm3�) with
excellent mechanical properties. It also features low water
absorption, resistance to high temperature and chemicals,
excellent heat aging behavior as well as inherent flame retar-
dance [38].

� Another layer of air with perfectly matching boundary
conditions.

The geometrical and physical properties of the studied acoustic
package, consisting of a typical fuselage multi-layered panel sec-
tion, are reported in Tables 1 and 2, together with a legend of colors
with reference to Fig. 2. Properties of air (indicated with pink-
colored layers) are: density q0 ¼ 1:213½ kgm3�, speed of sound
c0 ¼ 342½ms �. More specifically, the examined configuration repre-
sents the section of a fuselage bay, and thus the presence of stiffen-
ers is not taken into account.

The total thickness of the different studied packages
T ¼ 84:95½mm� is kept constant, while their dimensions along x-
and y- axes vary; this is irrelevant in this context, since the systems
considered herein are always excited by a normal incidence plane
wave, and thus the transmission properties of the investigated
acoustic package do not depend on the dimensions of its section,
but only on that of its thickness (which in this work, as highlighted
in Fig. 2, means along the z-axis). For the same reason, it should
also be pointed out that, concerning the carbon fiber layer, only
the Young modulus along its third direction (E2 ¼ E3 ¼
8:25 � 109[Pa]) is reported in Table 2 and taken into account in
the context of the TMM computations; instead, the FEM analyses
account for its anisotropic nature (E1 ¼ 141 � 109[Pa]), which
anyway does not play a relevant role when the excitation only acts
along the third axis.

The glass wool layer is modeled as an equivalent fluid through
the Johnson-Champoux-Allard approach [39,40]; the FE implemen-
tation and analysis of this kind of materials has already been vali-
dated by the authors in their previous works [41], as well as for
more complicated di-phasic behaviors [42] through the use of Biot
theory of poro-elasticity [43]. In addition, it should be pointed out
that the outer radius r and the thickness t ¼ 0:1 � d of the inclu-
sions are expressed as functions of the dimension d of the 3-
dimensional cubic unit cell, which is calculated as the total thick-
ness of the glass wool layer divided by the desired number of unit
Table 1
Properties of JCA-modeled glass wool.

Color Yellow
Material Glass wool
Thickness [mm] 75
Porosity 0.99
Tortuosity 1
Airflow resistivity [Pa*s/m2] 9000
Viscous characteristic length [mm] 0.192
Thermal characteristic length [mm] 0.384

Table 2
Properties of solid layers.

Color Green Blue
Material Carbon fiber Prepreg
Thickness [mm] 2.64 0.48
q [kg/m̂3] 1600 1833
E [Pa] 8.25E + 09 3.60E +
m 0.30 0.27

3

cells. The aforementioned quantities are graphically explained in
Fig. 3, on the basis of a single meta-core unit cell; furthermore,
Fig. 4 shows some examples of different r

d ratios.
For what concerns the FE implementation, the module ‘‘Pres-

sure Acoustics and Frequency Domain” of COMSOL MultiPhysics
is used both as modeling environment and numerical solver. For
all structures presented in this work, the mesh consists of tetrahe-
dral elements, generated through physics-controlled algorithms
that are pre-implemented in the software, which determine a min-
imum number of six elements per wavelength; as recommended
by Mace and Manconi [44], this is a good rule of thumb to ensure
a reliable analysis.

Again, since the analyses are carried out considering an excita-
tion consisting of a normal incidence plane wave acting along z-
axis, the only fundamental boundary condition to apply is the so-
called Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) on the very bottom face of
the models: indeed, this represents an artificial absorbing layer
for wave equations, commonly used to truncate computational
regions in numerical methods in order to simulate problems with
open boundaries; this allows the PML to strongly absorb outgoing
waves from the interior of a computational region, without reflect-
ing them back into the interior. Such property essentially simulates
the interior of the aircraft cabin. On the contrary, boundary condi-
tions applied on faces normal to x- and y- axes are not relevant for
analyses with the above-mentioned kind of excitation, since under
this condition the waves do not have propagating components
along those directions; thus, for the sake of computational simplic-
ity, a Sound Hard Boundary Wall (SHBW) boundary condition is
applied herein. Eventually, for different angles of excitation, proper
periodic conditions should be used instead. For a plane wave con-
figuration at normal incidence h ¼ / ¼ 0, and thus oriented
towards the negative direction of z-axis, the transmission loss is
computed as reported in Eq. 1.

TL ¼ 10log10
Pincident

Ptransmitted
: ð1Þ

In the context of this work, the TLs related to the homogeneous
(which, obviously, has no inclusions) and the meta-core models are
all estimated through a FE implementation of Eq. 1. It should be
highlighted that the homogeneous results are also compared with
those obtained through WaveSet [45], which is a user-made soft-
ware, developed in collaboration with Dr. F. Errico [46], allowing
a WFEM-based computation of dispersion diagrams and transmis-
sion properties of acoustic packages. In particular, for the purposes
of the present work, its AcuH toolbox has been used in order to
perform a quick and efficient comparison with a TMM-based TL
calculation, by generalizing Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 for multi-layered
configurations.

TL ¼ 10log10
1
4
j T11 þ T12

q0c0
þ q0c0T21 þ T22j2

� �
; ð2Þ

with
T11 T12

T21 T22

� �
¼

cosðkdÞ j sinðkdÞZc

j sinðkdÞ
Zc

cosðkdÞ

" #
: ð3Þ
Orange Purple
Epoxy Divinycell F50 Balsa

6.35 0.1*d
50 163

09 4.00E + 07 3.86E + 09
0.32 0.38



Fig. 3. Example of meta-core unit cell with graphical explanations of r; t and d.

Fig. 4. From left to right, meta-core unit cells with r
d ¼ 0:2; rd ¼ 0:3 and r

d ¼ 0:4.
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As it may be noted both from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the FE-based TL
results related to the model having homogeneous layers show an
almost perfect agreement with those analytically computed
through the TMM; therefore, this comparison plays the role of an
analytical validation of numerical results related to the multi-
layered configuration without inclusions. It is not conceptually
possible to directly perform the same kind of validation also for
the meta-configurations, which are anyway endorsed by results
shown in Fig. 10.

Two preliminary sound TL studies are presented and discussed
herein: one with a fixed number of unit cells along the thickness
and varying radii of the inclusions (Fig. 5), and another with fixed
radius of the inclusions and varying number of unit cells along the
thickness (Fig. 6). As expected, in both cases the meta-core shows a
performance peak, related to periodicity effects, when half of the
wavelength k is equal to periodicity dimension d. It should be
noted that, since this kind of acoustic resonance still relates on
the thickness of the unit cell, it may be challenging to obtain per-
formance peaks at low frequencies, when only a limited thickness
is available (as it is in the case of a fuselage bay section); therefore,
it is fundamental to realize that the acoustic approach based on
meta-cores presented herein may conceptually be scaled also for
low-frequency applications, but only when the total available
thickness is sufficiently high, or if it is not considered as a model
constraint (generally, both conditions are not applicable to solu-
tions in the field of transport engineering). To this aim, some pos-
sible solutions are formulated in Section 4.

In Fig. 5, the configuration with three unit cells (which is repre-
sented in Fig. 7) is taken into account; it is evident how, by keeping
4

constant the number of unit cells along the thickness of the foam
and varying the inclusion radii, the TL peak mid-band frequency
shows an almost neglectable shift, while its amplitude increases
accordingly with the radius dimension. Instead, as it is clear from
Fig. 6, if one keeps the radius of the inclusions constant and let
the number of unit cells along the thickness change, both the TL
peak mid-band frequency and amplitude vary accordingly with
it. More general considerations about the above-described behav-
iors are found in Section 3.

For the sake of completeness, it should be pointed out that the
authors also verified the presence of the so-called air–gap anti-
resonance, caused by the presence of the interior trim sandwich
panel as predicted by Wilby [47], that anyway is not visible in
the figures since it happens at higher frequencies than those ana-
lyzed herein.
3. Numerical study for different radii of the inclusions and
number of unit cells along the thickness

In this section, a numerical test campaign is performed for
twelve configurations, each with different radius of the inclusions
and number of unit cells along the thickness. Table 3 shows the
number of FE mesh elements for each of the studied configurations,
and some example of FE discretization are shown in Fig. 7; a
detailed description of classical FE formulation and equations can
be easily found in the context of the relevant literature [48,49].
For each of these layouts, the mass increase of the meta-core,
compared to that of its classical homogeneous counterpart, is
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Fig. 5. Transmission loss study with a fixed number of unit cells along the thickness and varying radii of the inclusions.
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estimated, together with the associated mid-band frequency and
amplitude of the sound TL peak.

In addition, a score indicator is arbitrary defined as the ratio
between the mid-band amplitude increase of the TL peak and the
mass increase, both related to each specific meta-core; this is done
with the scope of finding a trade-off parameter that could be
meaningful in order to evaluate which configurations appear to
be the most advantageous, not taking into account the eventual
shift of the peak mid-band frequency. Some results are presented
in tabular (Table 4) and graphic (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) form.

Concentrating on Fig. 9, one may notice that the mass increase
basically only depends on the inclusion radius, while the same
happens for the frequency of the TL peak but, in this case, with ref-
erence to the number of unit cells along the foam thickness.
5

Instead, the amplitude of the sound TL peak seems to depend on
both quantities, and it reaches its maximum in correspondence
of the highest values of r

d and n.
As a consequence, the above-mentioned score shows a trend

meaningful of the fact that both parameters are useful in order
to maximize it, but also that n is definitely more weighty in order
to reach this goal. For example: if one wants to keep the mass
increment as low as possible, and thus needs to minimize r

d,
through the use of a layout with five unit cells it is possible to
obtain a TL peak increase of 15% and a score of 1.09.

The frequency shifts and the TL increases, related to the meta-
core configurations that are presented in the context of this work,
are only caused by periodicity, and do not depend on the mass
increases. In order to verify this statement, a comparison analysis



Fig. 7. From left to right, examples of FE discretizations for Configurations 2, 5, 8 and 11 described in Table 3.

Table 3
Number of FE mesh elements for each of the studied configurations.

Configuration Description Domain elem. Boundary elem. Edge elem.

1 2 cells, r/d = 0.2 64341 17220 1300
2 2 cells, r/d = 0.3 57423 16432 1213
3 2 cells, r/d = 0.4 54473 16264 1202
4 3 cells, r/d = 0.2 40768 11096 1224
5 3 cells, r/d = 0.3 30629 9968 1092
6 3 cells, r/d = 0.4 27972 9694 1065
7 4 cells, r/d = 0.2 28711 8688 1182
8 4 cells, r/d = 0.3 23620 8070 1118
9 4 cells, r/d = 0.4 20190 7576 1061
10 5 cells, r/d = 0.2 24660 7702 1228
11 5 cells, r/d = 0.3 21799 7638 1188
12 5 cells, r/d = 0.4 17611 7038 1117

Table 4
Numerical results of the parametric study, expressed in tabular form.

Configuration Description Mass incr. TL peak freq. [Hz] TL peak incr. Score

1 2 cells, r/d = 0.2 13% 4460 8% 0.56
2 2 cells, r/d = 0.3 21% 4460 12% 0.55
3 2 cells, r/d = 0.4 28% 4258 15% 0.53
4 3 cells, r/d = 0.2 13% 6680 10% 0.73
5 3 cells, r/d = 0.3 21% 6478 17% 0.79
6 3 cells, r/d = 0.4 28% 6478 23% 0.83
7 4 cells, r/d = 0.2 13% 8698 12% 0.91
8 4 cells, r/d = 0.3 21% 8698 22% 1.03
9 4 cells, r/d = 0.4 28% 8698 32% 1.13
10 5 cells, r/d = 0.2 13% 10918 15% 1.09
11 5 cells, r/d = 0.3 21% 10716 27% 1.27
12 5 cells, r/d = 0.4 28% 10716 40% 1.44
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is carried on, in which the TL curve computed for Configuration 5 of
Table 4 is compared with that obtained using completely hollow
inclusions with SHBW conditions. In the latter case, which is
purely academic, one obtains not an increase, but a reduction of
about 5% in terms of mass, which is thus very different from that
of Configuration 5; this is essentially due to the fact that the core
foam is missing three cylinders of material, respect to the homoge-
neous case. As it may be noticed from the left part of Fig. 10, results
of Configuration 5 and those of SHBW meta-core almost perfectly
overlap: this is explained by the fact that the intensity of the
acoustic resonance caused by periodicity mainly depends on the
impedance mismatch between the foam and the inclusions; there-
fore, if a material (such as balsa) is able to provide a sufficiently
high mismatch value, then the result differences with reference
to an ideal case (such as the SHBW one) are practically negligible,
regardless of the mass brought by the inclusions themselves. This
realization may be quite interesting, since it means that, if one is
able to manufacture inclusions made of a material similar to balsa
6

(which already constitutes a good compromise), but with lower
density, the mass increases reported in this work could potentially
be widely lowered, without experiencing any meaningful
drawbacks in terms of TL performances. Moreover, such compar-
ison may also be intended as an additional validation of the numer-
ical results obtained herein, since research studies involving FE-
based TL computations of periodic porous materials with internal
SHBW conditions are already present in the relevant literature
[33].

Furthermore, the right part of Fig. 10 clearly shows the advan-
tage of spending the mass increase in a meta-core solution, rather
than in a classical homogeneous one. Indeed, as it may be seen, the
homogeneous model with a mass increase of 21% (the same of Con-
figuration 5) provides a light TL increase in the whole frequency
band. Anyway, with reference to the typical acoustic requirements
of a fuselage panel, it is generally preferred to have a meaningful
sound control in a delimited frequency range; to this aim, it is evi-
dent that Configuration 5 behaves widely better.



Fig. 8. Numerical results of the parametric study, expressed in the form of bar charts.

Fig. 9. Numerical results of the parametric study, expressed in the form of color maps.
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Fig. 10. On the left, TL comparison between Configuration 5 of Table 4 and SHBWmeta-core configuration; on the right, comparison between Configuration 5 of Table 4 and a
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4. Conclusions

In this work, an innovative configuration for a fuselage acoustic
package is numerically studied and investigated, with the target of
passively improving the acoustic performances in a chosen range
of frequencies, and thus in order to introduce some novelties to
the state of the art regarding the acoustic packages based on por-
ous meta-materials.

First of all, a numerical model of a fuselage panel section is
studied, and the effect of several periodic patterns are simulated.

Successively, twelve setups are taken into account, each with
different radius of the inclusions and number of unit cells along
the thickness. For each of these configurations, the mass increase
of the meta-core, compared to that of its classical homogeneous
counterpart, is estimated, together with the associated mid-band
frequency and amplitude of the transmission loss peak.

Future works could focus on further reducing the mass increase
related to the use of meta-cores, as well as on the analysis of more
complex excitation loads. For what concerns potential low fre-
quency applications, the inclusion of periodic Helmholtz res-
onators in a porous or poro-elastic layer may represent an
interesting innovation in the design of sound absorption and insu-
lation packages, since such a configuration may benefit of perfor-
mance peaks due to both periodic (at mid-high frequencies) and
Helmholtz (tunable, and thus potentially at low frequencies)
resonances.
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